This letter deals with the application of the expectation propagation (EP) algorithm to turbo equalization. The EP has been successfully applied to obtain either a better approximation at the output of the equalizer or at the output of the channel decoder to better initialize the Gaussian prior used by the equalizer. In this letter we combine both trends to propose a novel double EP-based equalizer that is able to decrease the number of iterations needed, reducing the computational complexity. This novel equalizer is presented in three different implementations: a block design that exploits the whole vector of observations, a Wiener filter-type approach that just uses the observations within a predefined window and a Kalman smoothing filter-type approach that emulates the BCJR behavior. Finally, we include some experimental results to compare the three different implementations and to illustrate their improvements with respect to other EP-based proposals in the literature.
I. INTRODUCTION
C URRENT digital transmissions are corrupted by intersymbol interference (ISI) introduced by the dispersive nature of the channels, which negatively affects the received signal. This corrupted signal is processed by the equalizer to provide an estimation of the transmitted symbols. These estimations can be probabilistic, resulting in a high benefit for modern channel decoding. In addition, the equalizer and channel decoder can exchange information to improve the estimation, which is known as turbo equalization [1] .
One optimal solution used in equalization is the BCJR [2] , that obtains the maximum a posteriori probabilities for each transmitted symbol. However, its computational cost increases exponentially with the number of symbols of the constellation and/or the length of the channel, becoming intractable for large channels or high-order modulations. In this scenario, some approximate inference techniques, such as the linear minimum mean square error (LMMSE), are employed.
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Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/LSP. 2019.2959900 In turbo equalization, the LMMSE obtains a tractable Gaussian approximation for the a posteriori probabilities by assuming a Gaussian distribution for the prior according to the channel decoder output. It can be developed in a block [3] or a Kalman smoothing (KS) [4] implementation. It can be further approximated using a Wiener filtertype (WF) solution [1] . However, its performance is far from optimal.
The expectation propagation (EP) [5] algorithm is a Bayesian inference technique that has been recently applied to compressed sensing [6] , multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) antennas [7]- [9] or equalization [10] - [16] , among others. For turbo-equalization, in [11] EP is developed from a message passing point of view to better approximate the discrete outputs of the channel decoder. However, this solution does not improve the equalization step by itself since it boils down to the LMMSE for standalone equalization, i.e., if no turbo equalization is carried out. Also, its extension to non-binary modulations exhibits instabilities after a few turbo iterations for large signal to noise ratios.
In contrast, in [12] - [16] EP is applied to the output of the equalizer instead of the output of the decoder to obtain a better Gaussian approximation for the extrinsic distribution, before sending it to the channel decoder. Put in other words, the EP is used at an inner loop to improve equalization while in [11] it is used at an outer loop, in the turbo equalization stage. This EP-based equalization outperforms the LMMSE and the EP in [11] , either as standalone or turbo equalization.
In this letter we take advantage of both trends and combine them into a novel double EP-based equalizer. We apply the EP algorithm twice, in the inner and the outer loop. Also, we improve the control of negative variances proposed in [11] at the outer loop by setting them to the moments of the information at the output of the channel decoder in case of negative values. Some experimental results are included to show the improvements of this novel double EP equalizer with respect to the others found in the literature [11] - [15] , paying attention to the computational complexity.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
Each block b k is then interleaved and Gray-mapped into symbol u k , that belongs to a complex M-ary constellation with alphabet A and mean energy E s . This yields vector u, that is transmitted over a channel h = [h 1 , ..., h L ] and corrupted with additive white Gaussian 1070-9908 © 2019 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information. noise of known variance, σ 2 w . The received signal is ⎡
where w k ∼ CN (w k : 0, σ 2 w ). This signal is received by the equalizer, that estimates the posterior probability of the transmitted symbol vector as
where p(y|u, H) = CN (y : Hu, σ 2 w I) is the likelihood and p(u k ) is the information on the priors. In standalone equalization, we may assume equiprobable symbols, which is equivalent to setting the prior to a discrete uniform distribution. In turbo equalization, the equalizer and channel decoder usually exchange extrinsic information. The equalizer outputs an extrinsic distribution that is demapped, deinterleaved and given to the channel decoder as extrinsic log-likelihood ratios (LLRs), L E (b k,j ). Then, the decoder computes extrinsic LLRs, L(b k,j ), which are interleaved, mapped and fed back to the equalizer. This information is used to update the priors.
III. DOUBLE EP TURBO EQUALIZER
It is proposed to apply the EP approach at two different points of the turbo equalization scheme, as described in Fig. 1 . EP is first used in an inner loop ( = 1, .., S) to obtain a Gaussian extrinsic distribution at the output of the equalizer, q [ ] E (u k ). This use of EP is plotted as a gray block named EP 1 . Then, a second EP is used within an outer loop (t = 0, . . ., T ) to find an initial Gaussian approximation, t [1] k (u k ), for the discrete information at the output of the channel decoder, see EP 2 in Fig. 1 . In the following we describe these two blocks.
A. Inner EP Block
The EP algorithm is a Bayesian framework used to approximate a non-tractable distribution, such as (2), with exponential distributions. In [12] - [15] , the EP approach is used to better approximate the posterior (or extrinsic) distribution at the output of the equalizer. To that end, the non Gaussian factors in (2) are replaced by Gaussians, denoted by
yielding the following Gaussian posterior distribution
The marginal of (4) yields another Gaussian distribution,
. Then, one can compute the extrinsic distribution as
μ [ ]
The moments of the Gaussian factors in (4) are updated in parallel and iteratively by matching the moments of the discrete posterior,
and the moments of the approximated one, q
. A detailed explanation of this procedure is described in Algorithm 1. It includes a damping factor, β, a minimum allowed variance, , and a control of negative variances to improve convergence and control instabilities. This procedure is repeated iteratively and will be referred to as inner loop.
After S iterations of the previous EP procedure, the extrinsic distributions, q
[S+1] E (u k ), are sent to the channel decoder, whose output is fed back to the equalizer and used to update the information on the priors, p(u k ). This procedure is repeated along T iterations and will be denoted by outer loop. Since the information provided by the channel decoder, p(u k ), is discrete, the first step of the equalizer is to find an initial Gaussian approximation, t [1] k (u k ). In [12] - [15] , this Gaussian approximation is obtained by projecting p(u k ) into the family of Gaussians, as the turbo LMMSE does, i.e., t [1] 
where μ [1] 
In this work, we borrow from [10] , [11] to propose a different Gaussian approximation for p(u k ) that has computational complexity of the same order as (10) but more accurate results.
B. Outer EP Block
In addition to the use of EP in the inner loop, a second EP procedure is introduced that takes as a starting point the extrinsic distribution given to the channel decoder at the previous turbo iteration, q 
3) Run damping: Update the values as
and (μ
) are the moments of p [S+1] (u k ), computed by running just Step 1) of Algorithm 1. If the variances in (13) lead to negative values we replace the moments of (11) by the results of the method in (10) . The whole procedure is detailed in Algorithm 2. Note that for t = 0, t [1] k (u k ) yields (10) . At this point, it is important to remark the differences with previous proposals, where the EP is applied just once. In [12] - [15] , the EP 2 block is replaced by a projection into a Gaussian distribution, as described in (10) . On the other hand, in the proposal in [11] , named BP-EP, the block EP 1 is missing, i.e., BP-EP can be viewed as a particularization of the scheme in Fig. 1 where S is set to 0, boiling down to the KS for standalone equalization. Also, in the BP-EP negative values of variances are replaced by their absolute values and a minimum variance allowed value is not imposed. Additionally, the double EP is related to the Gr-VAMP method proposed in [6] for compressed sensing. The main difference is that in [6] the true priors in the model are Gaussian and used together with the likelihood, while here they are discrete. Hence, in this proposal EP is included in the outer loop to provide a Gaussian approximation of the output of the channel decoder. Other differences include how negative variances are controlled or the damping is applied. 2) Compute t [1] k (u k ) in (11) and its moments μ [1] t k , σ 
IV. THREE DIFFERENT IMPLEMENTATIONS
The computational complexity of Algorithm 2 is dominated by the computation of the extrinsic distribution, q [ ] E (u k ), at Steps 4) and 6). This distribution has to be recomputed along a few EP iterations and turbo iterations, yielding a final complexity of O(Kε eq ), where K = (S + 1)(T + 1) and ε eq denotes the cost of computing q [ ] E (u k ) within the equalizer. This is roughly the number of multiplications and additions invested in the inversion of matrices at the equalizer. We do not include the computational complexity of the decoder as it depends on the channel coding and decoding algorithms used.
The novel double block EP version, hereafter denoted by D-BEP, is given by Algorithm 2 with (5) and (6) for the computation of q [ ] E (u k ). The inversion in (6) can be solved with ε eq = LN 2 if the banded-structure of the matrix is exploited [12] . Hence, the final complexity is of O(KLN 2 ).
To reduce the computational complexity of the block proposal, a KS EP-based (KSEP) equalizer is proposed in [14] , [15] . It merges both forward and backward estimations into a smoothing one, emulating the BCJR behavior. The closed-form expression for q [ ] E (u k ) to be used at Steps 4) and 6) of Algorithm 2 in the inner loop is detailed in [16, eq. (3.40) ]. We will denote this new proposal as double KSEP (D-KSEP). The complexity is linear in the frame length, ε eq = 3NL 2 , and the final complexity is of O(3KNL 2 ). The KS-based proposals exhibit the same performance as their block counterparts [16] . Finally, a WF approach can be exploited to reduce the computational complexity to be quadratic in the length of a predefined window, W, i.e., ε eq = NW 2 , yielding a complexity O(KNW 2 ) [13] . However, its performance degrades in comparison to the block or KS designs since it just uses W observations [16] . In this implementation, [13, eq. (28) ] is used at Steps 4) and 6) of Algorithm 2 to compute q [ ] E (u k ). We will denote this proposal by double filter EP (D-FEP).
The double approaches yield the single inner versions [12] , [13] , [15] if the EP algorithm in the outer loop is replaced by a Gaussian projection. Hence, the nuBEP version of the BEP [13] , KSEP in [15] and EPF [13] can be easily described by the D-BEP, D-KSEP and D-FEP algorithms using (10) instead of (11) in Step 2) of Algorithm 2 and removing Step 3). Their computational complexities are of orders O(KLN 2 ), O(K3NL 2 ) and O(KNW 2 ), respectively. Furthermore, the block, KS and WF versions of the LMMSE and their computational complexities can be derived by setting S = 0. The BP-EP [11] can be derived by simplifying the D-KSEP as discussed in Section III, yielding a computational complexity of O((T + 1)3NL 2 ).
The number of inner and outer iterations, S and T , must be set to speed up convergence while minimizing K. Convergence is also driven by the rest of EP parameters, β and . In [13] , the EP parameters are optimized to = 10 −8 , β = min(exp(t/1.5)/10, 0.7) and S = 3. For the new double-EP algorithms proposed, we adopt these values for β and while the number of inner iterations can be reduced to S = 1, in view of the experimental results included in next section.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In Fig. 2 we analyze the bit error rate (BER) after the channel decoder along T , for S = 1 (dotted), S = 3 (dashed) and S = 10 (solid). The absolute value of LLRs given to the decoder is limited to 3 to avoid very confident probabilities. A (3,6)regular low-density parity-check (LDPC) of rate 1/2 is used, for a maximum of 10 2 iterations. The BER is averaged over 10 2 random channels and 10 2 random encoded words of length V = 4096 (per channel realization). Each channel tap is zero mean Gaussian and independently distributed. A 128-QAM is used and E b /N 0 = 13 dB. We compare the performance of the LMMSE ( ), the BEP/KSEP [13] , [15] ( ), the BP-EP (+) in [11] extended to the non-binary case and the proposed D-BEP/D-KSEP (•). The nuBEP version of the BEP is used [13] . It can be observed in Fig. 2 that the D-BEP/D-KSEP with S = 1 improves the BEP/KSEP with S = 3, being quite close to the BER of the D-BEP/D-KSEP for higher values of S. The BP-EP improves along a few turbo iterations, T ≤ 4, while it slightly degrades for large values.
In Fig. 3 we repeat the experiment using a 64-QAM and the Proakis C channel h = [1, 2, 3, 2, 1]/ √ 19. We depict the BER averaged over 10 4 random encoded words along E b /N 0 with T = 3 (dotted) and T = 10 (solid) for the LMMSE ( ), the BP-EP (+), the BEP/KSEP ( ) with S = 3 [13] , [15] , the EPF [13] ( ) with S = 3 [13] and the proposed D-FEP (×) and D-BEP/D-KSEP (•) equalizers with S = 1.
The BP-EP has a low computational complexity, for T = 3 we have K = 4. However, it can be observed in Fig. 3 that its BER degrades as E b /N 0 or T grows, due to the poor control of negative variances and the absence of an inner EP. The D-KSEP with T = 3, i.e., K = 8, has twice the computational complexity than the BP-EP or the KS. However, its performance in terms of BER is much better. Besides, the D-BEP/D-KSEP with K = 8 have a small gain compared to the BEP/KSEP solutions with T = 3, K = 16. On the other hand, for T = 10 turbo iterations, the single inner EP versions -BEP/KSEP and EPF-have K = 44 while their double-EP counterparts have K = 22, i.e., half the computational complexity. Both single and double EP approaches exhibit similar results in terms of BER for T = 10, except for some loss in the D-FEP for low BER values. The performance of the BP-EP is quite poor.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this letter we propose a new double EP-based equalizer where the EP algorithm is applied twice. First, it is used to improve the output of the equalizer, even in the case of no feedback from the channel decoder. Then, EP is applied to the discrete outputs of the channel decoder, providing a more accurate initialization for the priors used by the turbo equalizer. This novel double approach can be exploited in block, WF and KS implementations of the equalizer. The experimental results included show that the proposed equalizers improve or achieve a similar BER compared to the one of single inner EP-based equalizers [13] , [15] , with half their computational complexities. They also quite outperform the LMMSE and the BP-EP [11] , avoiding instabilities.
